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Abstract. In order to realize the personalized recommendation of internet mass data, according to the 
characteristics of internet mining data set and combined with mathematical algorithms, this paper 
proposes a new forecasting and computing model of adding the regularization constraint and least 
square method based on the traditional matrix decomposition model (SVD), improving the speed and 
accuracy of the proposed algorithm. Matrix decomposition before and after improvement carries out 
experiments and results analysis with filtering recommendation algorithm, the experimental results 
show that the speed and accuracy of two prediction score calculation methods have some promotion 
after adding the regularization constraint and the least squares. After joining the regular constraints, 
the RMSE values obtained by MATLAB will monotonic decrease, avoiding the over fitting 
phenomenon and improving the calculation quality. 

Introduction  
In today's Internet Era, the amount of information is growing at a constant geometry. Internet users 

have begun to not worry about the lack of information, but rather to worry about how to get the 
effective information [1,2]. Search engine is an important tool to obtain Internet data, and it also 
changes the situation of information explosion to a certain extent, improving the user to obtain the 
ability of target data in mass data [3]. However, the search engine is in the construction of key words, 
there are still many problems in the information extension and novelty. Personalized recommendation 
system can use data mining calculation, exploring the data relevance according to the relevant 
mathematical algorithms and providing interested content for the users, which has important 
significance for the mass of Internet data processing. 

Information Explosion and Data Mining Recommendation Algorithm 
Internet has brought a lot of information for people, but also caused the problem of information 

explosion, the amount of information is too large, and people do not know what information useful, 
which is useless, so we are unable to know what information we want [4-6]. Twitter information 
released ninety million in a day, the average number of users on the Facebook reached 130, while 
youtube uploaded video per minute also reached an average of 34. Internet has experienced a number 
of major experiences. 

Portal era. In the portal era, the main activity of the internet is the portal site traffic, and people 
can query their own needs in the various categories of the portal. The portal information is provided 
primarily by the portal's professionals, it is similar to the traditional media and newspapers, users 
receives information passively because they cannot create information and provide feedback. 

Search engine era. With the increasing amount of information on the internet, the demand of 
people has also changed, the user begins to receive information from passive to active search 
information, so the search engine came into being, it is an effective way to deal with the information 
explosion, and the most representative is Google. 

Web2.0 era. In the Web2.0 era, everyone has become the internet information provider. Internet 
changes to read and write by read only, the supply of information has soared, including blog, SNS, 
Wiki and other typical internet applications. Web2.0 exacerbated the impact of information explosion, 
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and the question of search answer reached a million, so that we cannot respond for the diversity of 
search results. 

In the vast amount of search data, we need to use personalized recommendation system. According 
to the corresponding algorithm, we carry out data mining and machine learning, the use of internet 
users' ratings and feedback information fully tap the data features, and users can really get the data in 
the mass data. 

Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Algorithm based on Improved Matrix Factorization 
In order to improve the matrix decomposition and filtering algorithm, the traditional algorithm is 

analyzed in the recommendation system [7]. Suppose that the matrix of m users and n rating objects is 
R, the recommended object feature matrix and user feature matrix are respectively V and U. After 
collaborative filtering algorithm based on SVD is simplified, the input is the user's score matrix R and 
the characteristic number d, output is the approximation matrix X of the matrix R, in which the 
specific steps of the algorithm can be summarized as follows [8-10]: 

(1) Data initialization, the user can obtain Rnorm after rating matrix R carries out standardization;  
(2) Determining the matrix dimension k, S is simplified as k dimension matrix, so as to get Sk; 
(3) After using the SVD algorithm decomposes Rnorm, we can get U, S and V; 
(4) In accordance with the steps (3), Uk and Vk are simplified; 
(5) Calculating the square root Sk, it will be recorded as Sk

1/2;   
(6) According to Sk

1/2, the calculation of the relevant matrix Sk
1/2V and USk

1/2; 
(7) For the j prediction score, the use i can be written )()(),( 2/12/1 jVSiSURjiP kkkki += . 
By using the above algorithm, the user can get the prediction score for any project, in which iR  is 

the average value in all evaluation item users. In order to improve the algorithm, we can find a low 
rank matrix X to carry on the maximum extent approximation on R. The minimize Frobenius loss 
function is 

2)()( ∑ −=
ij jiij XRxL                                                                                                                            (1) 

Among them, L(x) shows the objective function, (Rij-Xij)2 shows the square error term of low rank 
approximation, and the improved algorithm can be solved quickly on L(x). In the recommendation 
system, in order to realize the algorithm, the formula (1) is rewritten 

2
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jiij VURVUL                                                                                                             (2) 

In order to prevent the fitting problem in the calculation process, the formula (2) is a regularization 
constraint, and the formula (2) can be rewritten as 

)()(),(
222
FVFUVURVUL jiij

T
jiij ++−= ∑ λ                                                                               (3) 

V is fixed, we can solve Ui formula on Ui derivation, it is 

]1[,)( 1 miInVVVRU uiui
T

uiuiii ∈+= −λ                                                                                                       (4) 

Among them, Ri shows the film composition vector after users i are rated, Vui shows the user 
evaluation of film feature vector matrix, nui indicates the number of film comment. Similarly, Vi will 
be fixed and derivate, it can get 

]1[,)( 1 mjInUUURV mjmj
T

mjmjjj ∈+= −λ                                                                                   (5) 

Among them, Ri represents the film composition vector after user j rating, Umj represents the user i 
film review feature vector matrix, nmj represents the number of film reviews. In formula (4) and 
formula (5), I shows d*d unit matrix, the regularization cross can use the least square algorithm to 
continue to optimize. First of all, we use the Gauss random number initialization matrix of mean 
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value 0 and deviation 0.01, and then the use of formula (4) updates U, the use of formula (5) updates 
V, until the calculation value of RMSE is convergence, or the number of iterations is enough, the 
calculation can stop. 

The Experimental Results and Analysis of Improved Recommendation Algorithm 
This algorithm uses MATLAB software to process the MovieLens data set, and the data set is 

created and maintained by the GroupLens research group of America Minnesota University [11]. The 
data packet contains 100000 scoring record of 900 users for the 1600 films. 

Experiments are divided into three groups that are traditional SVD algorithm, joining 
regularization constraint algorithm, joining regularization constraint algorithm and least squares 
algorithm experiment [12,13]. Each algorithm uses the configuration same computer, the computer is 
in the same local area network. In the experiment, the number of iterations is 80, and the number of 
features is 1-9. The results obtained by calculation are shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1 The running time comparison of different algorithms 

Figure 1 shows the comparison results of the three experimental group running time, in which the 
horizontal axis is the number of features, the vertical coordinates is the running time. The graph can 
be seen that after adding a regular constraint and the least squares algorithm, running time is 
significantly shortened, and with the increase of the number of features, this effect is more obvious. 

Table 1 shows the accuracy of different algorithms, it can be seen that the improved algorithm 
accuracy is obviously higher than the traditional algorithm accuracy, and simultaneously adding the 
regular and least square algorithm are more accurate than join the algorithm accuracy of regular 
constraint alone. 

Table 1. Comparison of the traditional SVD algorithm and the improved algorithm calculation 
accuracy 

Experiment 
number 

Traditional SVD 
algorithm calculation 

accuracy 

Join regularization 
constraint calculation 

accuracy 

Join the regular and the 
least squares method 
calculation accuracy 

1 0.913 0.952 0.992 
2 0.912 0.956 0.995 
3 0.925 0.962 0.987 
4 0.918 0.953 0.996 
5 0.9163 0.966 0.988 
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In order to further study the effect of the algorithm, the results of the experiments use RMSE 
evaluation criteria, RMSE goes through the calculation forecast deviation between user score and 
actual score to measure the accuracy of the forecast, which is most commonly measurement method 
of recommended level. The smaller the value of RMSE, the higher the quality of the recommendation, 
hypothesis that the prediction score vector of N project is {p1,p2,…,pN}, and the actual user's score 
vector is{r1,r2,…,rN}, the RMSE calculation of the algorithm is 

N
rp

RMSE
N

i ii∑=
−

= 1
2)(

                                                                                                            (6) 

Using MATLAB software calculates the traditional algorithm and the RMSE value of improved 
SVD algorithm, and we can get the calculation of the final results as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2 The performance comparison of improved algorithm 

Figure 2 shows the algorithm performance comparison before and after the improvement, the 
algorithm can be seen that the improved algorithm amplitude is better than the original algorithm 
amplitude under each characteristic. With the increase of the number of features, the RMSE value of 
the improved algorithm monotonic decreases, the feature matrix U and V are constrained after the 
reason of the decrease is mainly due to the addition of the regularization constraint, so as to avoid the 
occurrence of over fitting phenomenon. However, the traditional algorithm is not added constraint, 
and RMSE will be increased with the increase of the number of features, so the fitting phenomenon 
has been affected the quality of the calculation. 

Summary 
According to the characteristics of internet search engine data mining, this paper joins the 

regularization constraint and the least square algorithm based on the traditional matrix decomposition 
model (SVD) and designs a new internet data personalized recommendation system. In order to verify 
the reliability of the system, before and after the improved algorithm is carried out experiments and 
results analysis, the experiment uses MATLAB software on MovieLens data processing. Under the 
calculation of different characteristic numbers, the time and precision of different algorithms are 
calculated by MATLAB iterative calculation. The experimental results show that before and after the 
improved algorithm can effectively improve the speed and accuracy of prediction score calculation, 
which can get a better RMSE value. 
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